
PARKLIO™ BARRIER
Reliable parking space protection 
for easy control and access sharing



AC-POWERED MODEL

Why Choose 
Parklio™ Barrier?

› Smartphone controlled, no internet needed
› Install anywhere, battery powered
› PMS and ANPR integration
› Parking spot navigation 
› Battery or AC power option
› Brand Customization 
› Certified Reliability (CE, ROHS, FCC)

Secure your parking spot 
with the innovative Parklio 
barrier, combining smart 
technology and efficiency 
for effortless control with 
your smartphone.

CUSTOM MODELSTANDARD MODEL



HOW DOES IT WORK?

Experience the convenience of Parklio’s smart 
parking barrier, designed with a plug-and-play 
approach for easy installation and instant 
activation through the app.

01 PRE-CONFIGURED FOR 
QUICK DEPLOYMENT 02 SIMPLIFIED PARKING 

CONTROL

Easily control your parking barrier using a variety of 
options: the free Parklio™ Connect app, Parklio keyfob, 
or web-based control through the Parklio Gateway 
and Parking Management System.

04 EASY PARKING 
SPOT SHARING

Share your parking spot with ease by sending 
digital keys to anyone you choose. Just 
type in their email address, choose 
the key’s active duration and tap send.

03 CONSISTENT 
RELIABILITY

Choose from three distinct options in Parklio’s 
Parking Barrier range to suit your energy needs: a 
solar-enhanced battery model, the addition of a 
double battery pack extending power for up to one 
year on a single charge, or an AC-powered version.

AUTOMATIC PARKING BARRIER



HOW DOES IT WORK?

05 06AUTO-CLOSE 
ON DEPARTURE

Ensure your parking spot remains protected as 
the smart parking barrier automatically closes 
once you leave, preventing others from taking 
your spot.

08
Provide precise navigation to the parking barrier 
for first-time visitors, ensuring they can locate 
your address and their designated spot easily.

07 NAVIGATION TO 
THE PARKING SPOT

Use Parklio’s integration options to improve 
your parking management. Link the barrier to 
the Parking Management System for advanced 
control and insights, or connect it to the ANPR 
system for effortless parking access.

AUTOMATIC PARKING BARRIER

Avoid accidents and vehicle damage with the 
barrier’s capability to identify and respond to 
any obstructions.

OBSTACLE 
DETECTION

INTERCONNECTIVITY 



Parklio™ Barrier is an adaptable parking 
protection ideal for a variety of settings, such as:

WHERE CAN I USE 
PARKLIO™ BARRIER?

› securing individual parking spaces in 
  residential areas

› streamlining parking in commercial and 
   business areas

›  enhancing guest parking experiences in 
   the hospitality industry

›  solving parking organization challenges in 
   educational, financial and healthcare facilities

› optimizing parking management in public 
  and transportation services



EV CHARGING PROTECTION 
AND MANAGEMENT

The Parklio Smart Parking Barrier offers 
more than just parking security; it also brings 
advanced EV charging station protection and 
management. It prevents hogging and ICEing 
ensuring EVs are always available for drivers 
needing to recharge. The barrier’s integration 
with EV charging systems simplifies the 
reservation and utilization of EV spots, 
increasing the efficiency of EV infrastructure.



Count on Our
Professional 
Knowledge
Whether you need specific quantities or 
branded customizations, we’ve got you 
covered. Let us know your requirements, 
and we’ll ensure your parking barriers are 
tailored exactly to your needs.

@parklioofficial @parklioofficialParklio @parklioofficial

+ 385 97 7247 276 info@parklio.comwww.parklio.com


